


As a Transport Manager I need to be aware 
of all aspects of transport legislation that 
affect my company’s operator licence.

I use Vision daily to check alerts so 
that I can be proactive before problems 
arise and situations become critical. 

By using Vision daily, I have a “one stop shop” that shows 
me what I need to know to keep our business compliant 
with legislation that effects our operator licence.
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My administration team ensure that all the drivers’ 
holidays and sick days are added to Vision. This allows 
me to be confident that I have a complete record of all 
my drivers’ hours and their working time information. 
I can view the subsequent analysis results in various 
ways including self-service or scheduled reports.
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I can also view results through the reporting 
dashboards which show me trends and help measure 
my company’s performance nationally and by sector.
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Using the reporting 
dashboards, I can quickly 
identify which drivers 
I need to speak to first 
in order to prevent 
further contraventions.
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Using the reporting dashboards, I can quickly identify 
which drivers I need to speak to first in order to prevent 
further contraventions. I do this using the debrief process. 
As an extra feature, some short training videos are included 
which helps my drivers better understand the reason for 
their infringement and how to stop them in the future.
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I find the CPC training tracker invaluable because it 
keeps me informed of how much training my drivers 
have left to complete within their CPC period. It also 
helps me plan any forthcoming training in plenty of 
time, letting us choose the best option for the number 
of drivers that need the training and their location. 
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We have telematics fitted to our vehicles. These have an integration 
link set up with Vision for remote downloading, so I know I always 
have the latest information uploaded for my vehicles and drivers. 
This happens even when they are satellite to the depot and I can 
see on the Manage My Driver and Manage My Fleet pages.
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For more information on Logistics UK’s Vision visit:

www.logistics.org.uk/vision

Alternatively, please contact our customer services:

Email customerservices@logistics.org.uk 

Telephone 0371 711 2222*

T: 01892 526171*  
F: 01892 534989  
www.logistics.org.uk

Logistics UK is a trading name of Freight Transport Association Limited 
Registered office: Hermes House, St John’s Road, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4 9UZ 
Registered in England Number 391957

* Calls may be recorded for 
training purposes
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